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By Chie Shinohara

Viz Media, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Over 15 million copies sold in Japan! R to L (Japanese Style). Final Volume! Prince Kail, a young
warrior and sorcerer, and Yuri, a modern-day teen, were thrown together when Queen Nakia drew
Yuri across time and space into the ancient Hittite Empire. When it is the season of the North Star,
Prince Kail has the power to send Yuri home. But the evil queen s plan to murder them both--and
their growing feelings for one another--keep getting in the way! During the ceremony to install her
as Tawannana, Yuri tells Kail she s pregnant. Then, in a glimpse into the near future, Kikkuri
recounts a day in his life as the chief trainer for the kingdom s horses, and Yuri gets herself into a bit
of a fix while visiting Cappadocia. And in the concluding tale, love finds its own road in the events
leading up to the marriage of Ramses, now the Pharoah of Egypt, and Kail and Yuri s granddaughter
Naptella.
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive information for ebook lovers. It typically is not going to expense too much. I discovered this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to
learn.
-- Prof. Gerardo Grimes III-- Prof. Gerardo Grimes III

This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that this
is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino Blanda-- Celestino Blanda
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